Greater Olney Civic Association
Traffic Cameras Task Force Report

May 22, 2015

Executive Summary
The Greater Olney Civic Association (GOCA) chartered the Traffic Cameras Task Force (Task Force) in
May 2014. The three primary purposes for establishing the Task Force were to; 1) determine what position, if
any, GOCA should take on the County’s Traffic Camera Programs; 2) recommend modifications, if any, to be
made to the current County policies; and 3) recommend modifications, if any, to be made to the way the current
County policies are administered. Since its establishment, the Task Force has requested and collected data from
Montgomery County, the State of Maryland, and other sources during the period June 2014 to March 2015. This
report contains findings and recommendations the Task Force believes are of importance to the Olney-Sandy
Spring communities and Montgomery County.
The Task Force thanks the members of the Montgomery County Automated Traffic Enforcement Unit
(ATEU) and the State Highway Administration (SHA) for their cooperation and assistance during the review.
Statistical Findings:
Olney-Sandy Spring with 85,451 citations and $3.4 million in fines in Calendar Year (CY) 2013 was
the geographic area with the highest number of speed camera citations.
With 85,451 speed camera citations, out of a total of 475,481 in CY 2013, approximately one out of
every five speed camera citations in Montgomery County originated from cameras located in OlneySandy Spring.
o On several occasions the Task Force requested more current information, such as CY 2014 speed
camera information, but unfortunately neither the Montgomery County ATEU nor its contractor,
Xerox, provided the requested information. It is the understanding of the Task Force that Xerox
has the requested data but it was not provided.
In CY 2013 Olney had three of the top five grossing speed cameras in Montgomery County and five of
the top twenty grossing cameras.
In CY 2013 Olney-Sandy Spring received 31 percent more citations than the second highest ranking
speed camera locale, Silver Spring, despite having 7.7 million or 30% fewer vehicle passes at the
Olney-Sandy Spring camera locations.
In Fiscal Year (FY) 2014, the single Olney camera (No. 1750) eastbound on Olney-Sandy Spring Road,
east of Spartan Road (a.k.a. - St. Peter’s camera) became the #1 citation producing camera in
Montgomery County when comparing the citations issued from it to the citations issued by all 167
camera sites in existence in CY2013. It generated over 27,000 citations and $1.1 million in speed
camera revenue.
o This single Olney camera generated 20% more citations in FY 2013 than Bethesda’s 10 speed
cameras combined and more than 2 ½ times the number of tickets than Montgomery Village’s 13
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speed cameras combined in CY 2013 (the only year available for comparison based on Countyprovided data).
o This specific Olney speed monitoring camera was installed after the start of the fiscal year and
therefore was operational for less than twelve months in FY 2014.
Olney-Sandy Spring generated over $3.4 million in speed camera fines in CY 2013, over $800 thousand
more than the second-ranking area, Silver Spring.
Olney-Sandy Spring speed camera citations in CY 2013 were 2.1 times greater than the number of
citations generated by the third ranking speed camera citation area, Damascus (41,410 citations with
16 cameras).
Olney-Sandy Spring speed camera citations in CY 2013 were 5.7 times greater than the overall county
average by geographic location.
In CY 2013, with 13 speed monitoring cameras, the Olney-Sandy Spring area had 2 ½ times more
cameras in operation than the overall county average of five for each geographical locale or Census
Designated Place.
o This represents more than nine standard deviations from the mean.
One out of every nine vehicles or 11% of all vehicles which passed by a County speed monitoring
camera in CY 2013 did so in Olney-Sandy Spring.
Due to the high concentration of speed monitoring cameras in Olney-Sandy Spring, vehicles in OlneySandy Spring were 3.4 times more likely to be monitored for speed than elsewhere in Montgomery County.
Olney-Sandy Spring has a disproportionately high rate of citations whether measured by population or
by vehicle volume.
o Prior to installing speed monitoring cameras on Route 108 in Olney, the speed limits were lowered
from 40 MPH to 30 MPH. This current speed limit is below the 85th percentile speed limit
originally established by the SHA, a factor the Task Force believes contributes to the high
incidence of citations in Olney. SHA publications indicate the 85th percentile speed is the speed
that most motorists on that road consider safe and reasonable under ideal conditions. It is a good
guideline for the appropriate speed limit for that road. (See page 39 for full reference).
Accident rates in the Olney area, either before or after speed monitoring camera installations, do not
explain the high number of Olney-Sandy Spring camera locations or citations.
o The Task Force obtained Olney accident data from the Maryland State Highway Administration
(SHA) covering the years 2004 to 2013. Only 1/10th of one percent of accidents recorded between
2004 and 2013 in the Olney area have been definitively categorized as having the probable cause
of the accident identified as exceeding the speed limit (1 out of 863 vehicle accidents).
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Speed Camera Program Findings:
In the view of the Task Force, the Montgomery County ATEU takes its responsibilities seriously and the
ATEU believes the program enhances traffic safety in the county. The Task Force recognizes and
appreciates the strong personal commitment of the ATEU staff to the program.
The Montgomery County Speed Camera program lacks transparency in both its data and its operations.
While the ATEU was cooperative and provided some requested data, the ATEU was unable to provide
timely, accurate, or complete basic data about the program and its operation. It is the view of the Task
Force that as the program has matured since its inception in 2007, the program has not developed the
internal controls expected for a law enforcement program with such an extensive impact on County
residents and an annual gross revenue approximating $20 million.
Among the transparency issues: detailed citation data of speed traveled, time of day, etc., is not made
public; the summary citation data that is published by the County is over a year out of date; camera
placement locations under consideration are not made public; reasons for specific camera location
determinations nor the advisory board recommendations are not made public; and the process for
choosing the advisory board members is not public.
Further transparency issues include the fact that neither Montgomery County nor the Speed Camera
vendor under contract to the County (Xerox) make citation, vehicle volume, or accident data by camera
location routinely available to the public. The County does publish annual citation and vehicle pass
information, but not by camera location. Also the information published on its website is old and out of
date. Comprehensive accident data is not collected, pre- or post-installation. Data provided to the Task
Force was often incomplete or erroneous, indicating a lack of adequate internal controls under the current
program and contract.
The process for installing cameras lacks transparency, without adequate public notice of sites under
consideration and without publically available reports documenting the specific conditions at each site
that form the basis for ATUE determinations when cameras are installed. Also there is no adequate
process for communities to request removal or reconsideration of camera locations.
The program lacks a balanced and independent citizen’s advisory board and lacks an independent
citizen’s advocate.
Recommendations:
The Traffic Cameras Task Force requests that GOCA formally transmit this report to the Montgomery
County Executive, the County Council, the Montgomery County Police Department(MCPD) and ATEU, the
Montgomery County Inspector General, appropriate District Delegates and the State Highway Administration,
with the following recommendations:
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1. Consistent with the Montgomery County Executive’s stated commitment to transparency, the ATEU
should publish on its website on a monthly basis speed camera citations and vehicle pass volumes by
camera location.
2. Montgomery County should revise the Citizen’s Advisory Board for Traffic Issues (CAB-TI) applicable
to the speed camera program, ensuring the Board is selected independently of the MCPD and ATEU, has
established term limits, represents the full spectrum of views on the efficacy of speed camera usage, and
that its views shall be considered by the ATEU.
3. Montgomery County should appoint, fully independent of the MCPD,ATEU, and Local Designee, a
Citizen’s Advocate to represent the citizens and communities regarding speed camera use, placement, and
other concerns.
4. Montgomery County should modify the speed camera contract to stipulate that all data captured on each
citation shall be the property of the County, not the vendor, and that such data on citations, citation
camera location, ticketed speed, etc. will be provided to the ATEU and published on the county website
(protecting all Personally Identifiable Information (PII)).
On several occasions the Task Force requested certain types of data but was informed the data
being requested was maintained by the contractor (Xerox) in a proprietary data base and was not
available.
5. The Task Force recommends the ATEU be provided with the appropriate funding to implement the
internal controls, data integrity, and transparency improvements included in this report. Such funding
should come from the positive net revenue generated by the speed camera fines, consistent with the stated
public safety purposes for which speed camera net revenues are authorized to be used. This net revenue
funding could also be utilized to address any outstanding citizen requests for consideration of speed
monitoring cameras.
To address the disproportionately high incidence of Olney speed camera citations and based upon the lack of
speed-related accidents at the existing camera locations below, the Task Force further recommends:
6. The SHA should modify the speed limit east bound on Olney-Sandy Spring Road, beginning immediately
after Spartan Road, to be 35mph, providing for a safe incremental speed approaching the current 40mph
section of Olney-Sandy Spring Road east of Prince Philip Drive.
7. The Task Force Recommends that SHA return the 40 mph to 30 mph changeover point on OlneyLaytonsville Rd (Route 108, near the Post Office) to Homeland Drive for both east and westbound
traffic. Moving the 40 mph point back to Homeland Drive returns the Olney-Laytonsville Road speed
limit back to what it was in 2009, while maintaining the current 30 mph speed limit before the Olney
Library and through the Olney core commercial center.
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8. The SHA should modify the speed limit on Georgia Avenue between King William Drive and Sandy
Spring Bank to be 35mph, providing for a safe incremental speed between the existing 40mph roadway
south of King William Drive and the 30mph area in the core Olney commercial center.
9. Montgomery County should take steps to have a plebiscite determine the future direction of the Safe
Speed Program.
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I.

GOCA Traffic Camera Task Force

The GOCA Traffic Cameras Task Force was chartered in May 2014.GOCA sought a balanced
membership of Olney area residents to be on the Task Force, representing views favorable to the camera program
as well as participants with concerns with the program. Both viewpoints were represented on the Task Force
membership. The Task Force was led by a Chairman, with five additional Task Force members.
The purpose of the Task Force was to review the camera programs and provide findings and
recommendations to GOCA. The review included a statistical analysis of the County speed camera citations. The
Task Force was also to consider, as appropriate, whether the programs appeared to be operating within Maryland
law, any issues with the County’s speed camera contract with the private camera vendor, whether the program
and/or camera placements were motivated by financial considerations, speed limits, and other relevant issues that
came to the attention of the Task Force during its review.
The recommendations within this report represent a majority view of the Task Force.

II. Methodology
To obtain relevant information on the operation of the Safe Speed program, the Task Force met with
members of the Montgomery County Police Department’s Automated Traffic Enforcement Unit (ATEU);
representatives of the State Highway Administration (SHA); and the Safe Speed Program’s Citizens Advisory
Board for Traffic Issues (CAB-TI). The Task Force met roughly on a bi-weekly basis, with several intermissions
while it awaited data from the County and State and while members separately reviewed data. The Task Force
provided a formal status report on its work at the September 9, 2014 GOCA meeting.
The Task Force also corresponded with the above offices on numerous occasions between June 2014 and
March 2015, making formal requests for statistical and other information associated with the cameras, their
placement, citation volumes, accidents, etc. The Task Force also incorporated publicly available information
from Montgomery County, the State of Maryland, and other transportation-related sources regarding operation of
the speed camera programs. Where appropriate, media reports of camera program operations were consulted, as
was the calendar year 2012 speed camera citation data presented at the November 12, 2013 GOCA meeting.
The Task Force did not identify significant issues with traffic signal, i.e. “red light” cameras in OlneySandy Spring. Accordingly, the Task Force Report focuses on the Safe Speed Program and speed monitoring
cameras.
The Task Force appreciated the willingness of the ATEU to meet and discuss the operation and intent of
the Safe Speed program, and the openness of the SHA representative in meeting with the Task Force. All
representatives were generous with their time in meeting with the Task Force and answering follow-up questions.
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In mid-April 2015, the Task Force provided a draft version of this report to the ATEU and the SHA for
comment prior to the finalization and transmission of the report to GOCA. The Task Force intended to include
any ATEU and/or SHA comments as an appendix to this report. At the time of this report’s publication in late
May 2015, the SHA representative indicated SHA did not object to the contents of the report. The ATEU did not
respond with comments.

III. Overview of Montgomery County Safe Speed Program
A. Program origins and overview:
Montgomery County’s Safe Speed program went into effect in May 2007 after the Maryland General
Assembly passed MD Code 21-809. This code authorized Montgomery County to institute automated traffic
enforcement of speed limits. Civil citations would be issued for violators traveling 11 mph or more over the
posted speed limit. The owner of the vehicle would be fined $40. The law allowed the positioning of cameras in
certain residential areas in which the posted speed limit was at or under 35 mph as defined in MD Code 21-101 or
school zones as defined by the Maryland SHA.
Of note, a residential zone is defined as: “not a business district and adjoins and includes a highway where
the property along the highway, for a distance of at least 300 feet, is improved mainly with residences or
residences and buildings used for business.”[MD Code 21-101(s)(1) and (2)].
A school zone is defined by the SHA as: “a designated roadway segment approaching, adjacent to, and
beyond school buildings or grounds, or along which school related activities occur and the area surrounding, and
within one-half mile of, a school building or property and within which motor vehicle, pedestrian or bicycle
traffic is substantially generated or influenced by the school.”[MD Code 21-809(a) (7) et al]..
It is important to note that the mere existence of a school along a state roadway does not create the school
zone. According to MD Code 21-803.1 the naming of the school zone is up to the local jurisdiction. The OlneySandy Spring camera locations that are School Zone cameras are the two cameras on Olney-Sandy Spring Road
(Route 108) at Sherwood Elementary School and the two cameras on Olney-Laytonsville Road (Route 108) west
of Georgia Avenue at the Post Office and St. John’s.
In 2009, MD Code 21-809 was amended as to school zone enforcement times and speed limit tolerances
at which a citation is generated. Effective October 1, 2009, school zone speed enforcement was limited to
Monday-Friday 6 AM - 8 PM throughout the entire year. Additionally, the speed at which a citation was issued
was changed from11 mph or more over the posted speed limit to 12 mph or more.
In May 2012 Montgomery County Police Department (MCPD) began corridor enforcement. This program
allows the MCPD ATEU to move cameras within a corridor area without further notice in order to prevent driver
complacency. The County published the latest corridors on April 1, 2015, in the The Gazette [Source: The
Gazette, 4-1-2015, page B-10]. The Corridor list is defined as broad stretches of certain roads, e.g. “OlneyLaytonsville Road Corridor, 3400 Block @ Georgia Ave. to 4200 Block @ Olney Mill Road.”
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In 2015 the Maryland General Assembly began debating a proposed amendment to MD Code 21-809 that
would require additional auditing of cameras for accuracy. GOCA supported the amendment, with the additional
recommendation that the audit be performed by an accredited and independent testing entity. GOCA sent its
views to the District 14 and District 19 Delegates and Senators on February 16, 2015. [Source
http://www.goca.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Support-for-HB271.pdf]. The Task Force notes the bill before
the General Assembly was directed at equipment calibration, not at the broader internal control concerns raised in
this report.

B. Automated Traffic Enforcement Unit (ATEU), Citizen Advisory Board for Traffic Issues (CAB-TI),
and Ombudsman:
The ATEU is a section of the MCPD. The commanding officer (and architect of the County’s program) is
Captain Thomas Didone. The ATEU runs the Safe Speed camera program and is responsible for camera site
selection, operational administration of the contract with Xerox, the current camera vendor, and review of
citations.
The ATEU functions with a Citizen Advisory Board for Traffic Issues, known as the CAB-TI. The CABTI members are chosen by the ATEU. The CAB-TI members are volunteers and serve without formal term
limits. The CAB-TI reviews potential camera sites and brings other issues as its members deem fit to the
attention of the ATEU. The CAB-TI members appear dedicated and motivated by their views of community
safety concerns. The observations of the Task Force are that the current CAB-TI members have served with
commitment and integrity.
However, the Task Force notes several significant concerns with the County’s deployment of the CAB-TI
(these observations apply to the County’s implementation and operation of the CAB-TI, not at the current
membership). There has not been an attempt to appoint a CAB-TI with balanced views of the camera program;
instead, the members appear to be strongly pro-camera, consistent with the views of the ATEU itself. In
discussion, the CAB-TI representative informed the Task Force that it could recollect objecting to only one
camera placement during the tenure of the current CAB-TI.
The ATEU also had an Ombudsman position in the period leading up to 2014. The Task Force expected
the Ombudsman to be a liaison between the community and the camera program, representing concerns of the
community and individual citizens with the program, individual citation problems, etc. However, the Task Force
found the original Ombudsman to be a full-time County employee in the ATEU, specifically an ATEU
contracting official on the Xerox camera contract. The Task Force believes there is a strong conflict of interest
issue in having a County contracting official, who manages the speed camera contract, also function as the
program’s Ombudsman.
In 2014, Maryland’s Speed Monitoring System Reform Act of 2014 required local jurisdictions operating
speed cameras to designate an official or employee to investigate and respond to questions or concerns about the
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locality’s speed camera program. Accordingly, Montgomery County changed its Ombudsman position to “Local
Designee.” Mr. David McBain is currently appointed to the post. The purpose of the designee is to review, at the
request of citizens, citations before the payment due date expires, and if the citation is found to be erroneous the
designee shall void the citation.
The Task Force found that neither the CAB-TI nor the Local Designee operate independent of the ATEU.
The Local Designee can act on behalf of a citizen on a specific citation [emphasis added], but not have a role in
broader advocacy on behalf of citizens or communities in the broad implementation policies of the Safe Speed
Program. The Task Force is open to having a Citizen’s Advocate that is either a county employee(s) outside the
purview of the MCPD or be a local volunteer(s) selected by the Council serving a fixed term.

An independent, balanced Citizen’s Advisory Board and
independent Citizen’s Advocate are needed for the program:
The Task Force strongly believes the Safe Speed program needs a balanced and
formally structured Citizen’s Advisory Board for Traffic Issues, and an
independent Citizen’s Advocate apart from the Local Designee. The Local
Designee focus is to review citations and determine, within the confines of the
existing program and rules, whether individual citations are proper or erroneous.
There is still not an independent citizen advocate who can work with the ATEU
and County on behalf of citizens or communities who have concerns or problems
with the overall program, camera placements, or concerns with other program
issues such as the disparate citation frequencies cited in this report. The Task
Force suggests the County consider using the significant revenue from the
camera programs to fund, consistent with the public safety requirements of the
program, an independent Citizen’s Advocate for the program.

C. Speed Camera Contract with Xerox Corporation:
The County has a contract with Xerox to install and maintain the speed cameras. The County imposes a
$40 fine on violators who exceed the speed camera tolerance threshold speed (i.e. tickets are given if a vehicle
goes 12 mile per hour or more over the posted limit). The owner of the vehicle, regardless of who the driver may
be, is responsible by law for paying the fine. Xerox has been receiving $16 per ticket under the current contract.
In 2016, due to changes in Maryland law, Xerox or its future vendor will receive a fixed amount annually rather
than be paid based on ticketing volumes. The Task Force’s understanding is that the change was made in
response to perceived “bounty-hunting” abuses in generating speed camera citations. According to Captain
Didone, he and the ATEU opposed the new law. Captain Didone stated that he testified in Annapolis regarding
this change in the law. The ATEU prefers the per citation payment as it believes this encourages more accuracy
from the vendor since the ATEU could reject any citations they believe were inappropriate and therefore the
vendor would not be paid for that rejected citation.
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According to the ATEU, the citation data captured with each ticket, and which Xerox prints on the
citations, is held by Xerox in a proprietary database and belongs to Xerox, not the County. The citation data
includes: Citation Number; Vehicle Tag Number; Violation Date; Violation Time; Vehicle Speed; Posted
Speed Limit; Due Date; Amount Due; Camera/Violation Location; Name, Address, and Zip Code of Vehicle
Owner.

The County’s Speed Camera contract provisions limit
public access to citation data: The Task Force was unable to
obtain all the data it sought for its review as the ATEU indicated the
data was the proprietary property of the camera vendor Xerox. The
Task Force believes this is a major flaw with the contract. If the
County is fining citizens based on the camera data, the vendor should
be providing the full data to the County and the County should make
the data (except for privacy related personally identifiable information)
publicly available.
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A sample citation appears below:
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IV. Olney-Sandy Spring Camera Locations
Montgomery County Map of Geographic Locales. County locales determined by Task
Force using US Census Designated Places (CDP)

A. Olney-Sandy Spring Eight Primary Cameras – Site Photographs
According to information provided to the Task Force by the ATEU, in CY 2013 there were 92 fixed,
portable and mobile speed monitoring cameras in operation in Montgomery County. These 92 cameras serviced
167 camera sites in 32 county locales that issued citations (see Page 25 for Summary and Pages 27 thru 30 for
detail).
The Olney commercial center is bounded north, south, east, and west by speed cameras. Olney-Sandy
Spring has 7% of the total Montgomery County camera locations based on 100,000 or more annual vehicle
passes per camera. In Olney-Sandy Spring, there were13 cameras that generated 85,451citations and over $3.4
million in gross fines in calendar year 2013 (see Page 27for revenue detail of13 cameras and Page 31 for top 8
camera locations in Olney-Sandy Spring).
Photographs of the Olney-Sandy Spring eight primary camera locations appear on the eight pages
(14 thru 21)that follow.
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Camera #1630 - 3500 Block EB Olney-Laytonsville Rd (Rt. 108) past Post Office

CY 2013 Statistics this Olney-Sandy Spring camera:
CY 2013 Average All County Cameras:

Citations: 20,689 – Fines: $827,560
Citations: 2,847 – Fines: $113,880

The Task Force notes this camera was installed after the Route 108 speed limits were lowered from 40 mph to 30
mph in 2009. In CY 2013 it was the highest citation revenue generating camera in Olney-Sandy Spring, and the
second highest citation revenue generating camera in the County. In FY 2014 this camera was exceeded in
citations by the camera at St. Peter’s east of Spartan Road eastbound on Olney-Sandy Spring Road (Route 108),
but remains one of the highest citation-issuing locations in the County. The ATEU stated this camera is
considered a School Zone camera. Thus, it can operate only from 6:00 AM to 8:00 PM on weekdays all year
long, due to the legislative change that occurred in the MD state code that went into effect on October 1, 2009.
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Camera #1637–3400Block WB Olney-Laytonsville Rd (Rt. 108) at St. John’s

CY 2013 Statistics this Olney-Sandy Spring camera:
CY 2013 Statistics all cameras at this general location:
CY 2013 Average All County Cameras:

Citations: 19,089 – Fines: $763,560
Citations: 19,272 – Fines: $770,880
Citations: 2,847 – Fines: $113,880

The Task Force notes this was the third highest grossing citation camera in the County in CY 2013. The annual
citation level decreased in FY 2014.The ATEU indicated this location is a School Zone camera. Thus, it can
operate and generate citations only from 6:00 AM to 8:00 PM on weekdays all year long due to the legislative
change that occurred in the MD state code that went into effect on October 1, 2009.
The Task Force notes that the County also employed two other mobile camera units (Nos. 1629 and 1712) at the
adjacent 3500 Block of Olney-Laytonsville Road near St. John’s in CY 2013. The cumulative statistics for all
three cameras sites at or near St. John’s are shown above.
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Camera #1329 - 17700 Georgia Avenue NB approaching Sandy Spring Bank

CY 2013 Statistics this Olney-Sandy Spring camera:
CY 2013 Average All County Cameras:

Citations: 16,857 – Fines: $674,820
Citations: 2,847 – Fines: $113,880

The camera approaching Sandy Spring Bank is a fixed location box camera, one of the earliest in Olney and one
which continues to generate among the highest citation numbers in the County. It was the third highest grossing
camera in the County in FY 2013. The camera is on a two lane divided highway marked 30 mph, placed
approximately 300 yards south of the bank and commercial area, with one residential driveway and one
commercial driveway before reaching the bank area. The Task Force believes the camera is located in an area
where a ramp-down speed limit of 35 mph is appropriate for safe driving, a change that may mitigate a sizeable
percentage of the fines at this location. The Task Force requested but was not provided the data that would
enable it to state definitively the specific number of citations that would be mitigated. See also report
commentary on page 41.
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Camera #1341 - 19600 Georgia Avenue NB approaching Brookeville

CY 2013 Statistics this Olney-Sandy Spring camera:
CY 2013 Average All County Cameras:

Citations: 7,473 – Fines: $298,920
Citations: 2,847 – Fines: $113,880

This camera located on Georgia Avenue northbound approaching Brookeville is a fixed pole camera.
Since CY 2012 and FY 2012 citations have declined at this camera location.
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Camera #1750 - 3500 Block Olney-Sandy Spring Rd (Rt. 108) EB at St. Peter’s

CY 2013 Statistics this camera (partial year):
FY 2014 Statistics (partial year)
CY 2013 Average All County Cameras:

Citations: 6,965 – Fines: $ 278,600
Citations: 27,123 – Fines: $1,084,920
Citations: 2,847 – Fines: $113,880

The Task Force notes this camera became the single highest revenue producing camera in Montgomery
County when comparing the citations it issued in FY 2014 to that of all CY 2013 camera sites throughout
the County. Although installed after the start of the fiscal year and therefore not in existence for a full 12
months in FY 2014, it surpassed the #1Montgomery County citation revenue generating camera that is
located in Silver Spring and was in existence for a full twelve months in CY 2013. The road has a minimum
of 3 lanes in either direction plus dedicated turn lanes. Eastbound, the road opens after St. Peter’s without
pedestrian crossings, residential or commercial entries, and is the approach to a 40 mph zone. There is no rampup 35 mph zone, although in the view of the Task Force one is recommended. Further school protection past the
St. Peter’s driveway can be provided with fencing funded by camera net revenues under the County’s stated
Public Safety purpose of the program. The Task Force contrasts the 30 mph speed limit on that open portion of
Olney-Sandy Spring Road with the 40 mph speed limit at St. Elizabeth’s school on Montrose Road in Rockville,
another 3 lane road but which is undivided and has more cross streets, driveways, and overall traffic. Similarly,
Rockview Elementary in Kensington is on a six-lane divided highway with 40 mph speed limits. The disparate
treatment between Olney versus Rockville, North Potomac, and Kensington is, in the view of the Task Force, a
major contributor to the disproportionately high citation frequency borne by Olney-Sandy Spring residents and
visitors.
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Camera #1749 - 3500 Blk Olney-Sandy Spring Rd (Rt. 108) WB before Spartan Rd

CY 2013 Statistics this camera (partial year):
FY 2014 Statistics this camera (partial year):
CY 2013 Average All County Cameras:

Citations: 3,046 – Fines: $121,840
Citations: 7,830 – Fines: $313,200
Citations: 2,847 – Fines: $113,880

The Task Force notes this camera placement was also a high revenue producing camera in FY 2014, even though
it too was in existence only for a partial year. It exceeded the citations issued during the partial-year installation
in CY 2013 by a sizeable margin. The Task Force notes the camera placement is largely concealed by the
curbside trees. The Task Force recommends should a camera be necessary in this location, that it be moved to a
more visible location west of Spartan Road in the Olney core commercial center.
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Camera #1358 - 1500 Block Olney-Sandy Spring Rd EB Sherwood Elementary

CY 2013 Statistics this Olney-Sandy Spring camera:
CY 2013 Average All County Cameras:

Citations:
Citations:

4,324 – Fines: $172,960
2,847 – Fines: $113,880

The ATEU indicated this camera is considered a School Zone camera and therefore can generate citations only
from 6:00 AM to 8:00 PM on weekdays all year long due to the change in the MD state code that went into effect
on October 1, 2009.Citations declined from both calendar and fiscal year 2012 to 2013 as well as from FY2013 to
FY 2014.
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Camera #1359 - 1300 Block Olney-Sandy Spring Rd WB Sherwood Elementary

CY 2013 Statistics this Olney-Sandy Spring camera:
CY 2012 Average All County Cameras:

Citations:
Citations:

2,142 – Fines: $ 85,680
2,847 – Fines: $113,880

The ATEU indicated this camera is considered a School Zone camera and therefore can generate citations only
from 6:00 AM to 8:00 PM on weekdays all year long due to the change in the MD state code that went into effect
on October 1, 2009.Citations declined from both calendar and fiscal year 2012 to 2013 as well as from FY 2013
to FY 2014.
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V. Statistical Data and Analysis
The Task Force obtained and analyzed a broad array of citation, vehicle volume (i.e. “vehicle passes”) and other
data during its review. The results are portrayed on the charts that follow. The Task Force encourages readers to closely
review the arrayed charts and data. The solid red line represents the number of cameras per locale, while the vertical
blue bars represent citations.

Olney-Sandy Spring Citations Compared to Other County Locales
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Olney-Sandy Spring Citations Lead Top 20 Citation Locales
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Montgomery County - Top Five Citation
Generating Speed Cameras by Area (CY 2013)
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Note: the three colors of the vertical bar for Olney represent the three highest citation generating
cameras in Olney for calendar year 2013. The blue segment is the 3500 Blk Olney-Laytonsville Rd
eastbound camera at the Post office; the red segment is the 3400 Blk Olney-Laytonsville Road
westbound camera at St. John’s; the green segment is the 17700 Blk Georgia Avenue northbound
camera approaching Sandy Spring bank. Not shown (because this is calendar 2013 data) is the new
No. 1 citation-generating camera based on fiscal year 2014 data, the 2900 Blk Olney-Sandy Spring
Road eastbound at St. Peters (27,000+ citations).
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Summary of Citations, Vehicle Passes, Cameras, and Population by
Geographic Locale
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Eight Primary Camera Sites in Olney-Sandy Spring 2012 to 2014
The Task Force considers this chart important as it contains the Olney-Sandy Spring citation and related
data for FY 2014 applicable to only Eight Primary Camera Sites. The Task Force requested but the County did
not provide other County-wide data to the Task Force for FY 2014, citing either restrictions providing data it said
was proprietary to Xerox and/or problems with available personnel at Xerox of provide the data, etc. Speed
Camera citations in Olney-Sandy Spring increased by 12% from FY 2013 to FY 2014 while in the previous fiscal
years it more than doubled(i.e., FY2012 to FY2013).
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Detailed Listing of All County Speed Cameras by Location-CY 2013
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Detailed Listing of All County Speed Cameras by Location - CY 2013
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Detailed Listing of All County Speed Cameras by Location - CY 2013
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Detailed Listing of All County Speed Cameras by Location - CY 2013

Source: Automated Traffic Enforcement Unit (ATEU)
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Revenue from Eight Primary Olney-Sandy Spring Cameras
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VI. Accident/Crash Information
The Task Force obtained Olney accident data from the Maryland State Highway Administration (SHA)
during 2004 to 2013. Accident information provided by the SHA was applicable to Route 97, Georgia Avenue
from King William Drive to Market Street (northbound and southbound) as well as from Route 108 Headwaters
Drive to Norwood Road (eastbound and westbound).
The Task Force notes that of the 863 reported accidents identified in the Olney area (278 on Georgia
Avenue and 585 on Route 108) only 1 accident, or one tenth of one percent, was definitively associated with
“Exceeding the Speed Limit.” The Task Force recognizes some accidents may have a combination of causal
factors but used the SHA-provided data which the Task Force understands originates with police reports and
represents the cited probable cause for the accident.
Overall, the number of Olney area accidents has declined each year since 2005, two years prior to the start
of the Safe Speed Program and installation of the first cameras in Olney on Georgia Avenue. It also had also
declined steadily for each of the five years before the installation of any cameras in Olney on Route 108.
The data provided by the SHA indicated the three primary reasons (i.e., “probable causes”) for 95% (820
of the 863 reported accidents)were as follows:
1) Failure to Give Full Attention – 37% of all accidents (36% of all accidents occurring on Route 97 and
38% of all accidents occurring on Route 108);
2) Failure to Yield Right of Way – 22% of all accidents (16% of all accidents occurring on Route 97 and
25% of all accidents occurring on Route 108);
3) Unknown or no reason provided, but not associated with the categories provided, including speeding
– 35% of all accidents.
Additionally, there were 42 total accidents (4.9%) that were reported as “Too Fast for Conditions.” Of
these 42 accidents, 71% of them occurred under “Wet/Snowy Weather Conditions” and 29% occurred under
“Dry Conditions.” Speeding may or may not have been a contributing factor in these 42 accidents.
The decline in Olney-Sandy Spring accidents since 2005 corresponds to a decline in accidents nationwide
2005-2011. Nationwide accident rates increased slightly during 2012. The national data include all states, i.e.
areas with and without speed cameras. [Source: National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Traffic Safety
Facts 2012 DOT HS812 032 2013, Table 3, page 21]. Further, a University of Tennessee study in 2013 found no
consensus on whether the cameras contributed to safety. [Source: www.autoblog.com/2015/02/26/uscongressman-federal-ban-traffic-cameras/?icid=autoblog].
The Task Force notes the rate of accidents declined more noticeably after the installation of the cameras.
However, the Task Force also took note of other factors that may have influenced accident rates in the Olney area
at the same time, meaning the cameras were not the only safety enhancement made during those years. First, the
Maryland legislature passed a bill in 2010 making it a violation to use a hand held device(e.g., cell phone) while
driving for either talking or texting. The new law may have influenced the decrease in accident rates both in the
County and in the Olney area. For example, The National Highway Transportation Safety Administration
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publications state that a driver is 23 times more likely to crash because of texting. Second, significant
improvements were made at the Route 108 (Olney-Sandy Spring Road) and Spartan Road intersection since 2010
and the opening of the Fair Hill shopping center. New lane configurations were implemented and dedicated left
turn signals were also introduced. The Task Force experience has been that the intersection has seen fewer
accidents since the signal improvements. The Task Force does not believe the speed camera site which is located
eastbound after St. Peter’s can be justified by accident issues associated with the prior poor configuration of the
Olney-Sandy Spring Road - Spartan Road intersection, which is three-tenths of a mile to the west (i.e., prior to
traffic reaching the speed camera position).
The available data specific to the Olney area indicates that the accident rate decreased before the
installation of speed cameras and continued to decline since the installation. The Task Force notes this is
consistent with a national decline in accident rates in areas with and without cameras.
The following charts are derived from data provided by the SHA. The data is for the Olney area as
previously defined in the first paragraph of Page 32. It represents a distance of approximately 3 miles northsouth on Route 97 and 2.6 miles east-west on Route 108. Thus, the accident data are not solely at camera sites
but are from the Olney core area and the adjacent areas for roughly a mile and a half in every direction, e.g., on
Georgia Avenue northbound, the data would include any accidents that were recorded at the entrance to the Giant
Food shopping center, not just at the speed camera site proper. Similarly, the Route 108 data includes accidents
at the Route 108/Spartan Drive intersection near the Harris Teeter shopping center, not accidents only at the
Spartan Drive and/or St. Peter’s camera locations (if any).
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Georgia Avenue Crashes (King William Drive to Market Street)
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MD Route 108 Crashes Headwaters Drive to Norwood Road
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Olney Combined Crash Data
The following chart combines the data from the prior two charts. It represents reported accidents in the
areas along Route 97, Georgia Avenue from King William Drive to Market Street (northbound and southbound)
as well as Route 108 from Headwaters Drive to Norwood Road (eastbound and westbound) (see page 32 for area
explanation). The chart is not solely accidents at the Georgia Avenue and Route 108 intersection itself.
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Probable Causes of Olney Crashes over Ten Year Period 2004-2013 as Provided
by the Maryland State Highway Administration
The following chart is for accidents in the areas along Route 108 from Headwaters Drive to Norwood
Road (eastbound and westbound) as well as from Route 97, Georgia Avenue from King William Drive to Market
Street (northbound and southbound) (see page 32 for area explanation). The chart is not solely accidents at the
Georgia Avenue and Route 108 intersection itself.
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VII. ATEU and Speed Camera Revenues
The ATEU representatives, in multiple discussions with the Task Force have been emphatic that the speed
camera program is not motivated by revenue. The ATEU indicated its budget is not derived from speed camera
revenue.
The Task Force reviewed the Fiscal Year 2014, 2015, and 2016 Montgomery County Budget proposals as
presented by the County Executive and concurs there is no direct funding of the ATEU by speed camera
revenues. However, speed camera citation fines are included as revenue in the Police segment of the budget
according to the County’s Budget Summary. Other sources of police revenue include money from red light
violation citations, licenses and permits, 911 fees, vehicle auction proceeds, etc. Speed camera gross revenue
make up 37.1% of the estimated FY15 general fund revenue under the Police budget based on estimated gross
collections of $16.7 million from speed camera citations as presented in the County Executive’s FY16
Operating Budget. [Source: County Executive’s FY16 Operating Budget and Public Service Program FY1621,Section 44, Police/Public Safety, page 44-6]. Data cited is gross revenue as presented in County budget.
The Task Force notes the County’s proposed FY16 budget estimate for speed camera revenues
forecasts a 14% increase over actual FY14 speed camera collections despite declining accident frequencies
as reported by County data. The Task Force observes the 14% revenue increase will require the County
to install additional cameras in order to generate the additional funds. The Task Force also notes the
County published an expanded Speed Camera Corridor and Speed Camera location listing in The Gazette
on April 1, 2015.
The total recommended MCPD general fund expenditures for FY16 from the County
Executive budget are $270,537,964, with speed cameras revenue equating to approximately 6.2 percent of the
police general fund expenditure needs, up from 5.3% of the total police budget estimate for FY15. [Source:
County Executive’s FY16 Operating Budget and Public Service Program FY16-21,Section 44, Police/Public
Safety, page 44-6].
Net revenue to the County from the speed camera program, after paying the Xerox contract fees, was
$8.271 million in FY13. [Source: Montgomery County Automated Traffic Enforcement Unit (ATEU);
www.mymcpnews.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/Expenditure-Summary-March]
While the ATEU maintains its operations and camera placements are not revenue driven, the Task Force
is concerned the County’s motivations have been clouded as evidenced by a WUSA9 media report on February
24, 2014 that indicated the County would not provide refunds for approximately $340,000 of citations issued
from improperly installed camera locations. [Source WUSA9 News, February 24, 2014]. The County admitted
installing several cameras (not in Olney) without providing the legally required public notice of the locations.
While Prince Georges County provided refunds in a similar situation, Montgomery County took the stance that
by paying the citations, the vehicle owners were admitting to the violation. That Task Force did not identify
other instances of this same County behavior. Nonetheless, the Task Force believes Montgomery County has
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compromised its “cameras-are not-revenue-motivated” stance by retaining funds earned from camera locations
operating outside legal requirements.
The Task Force notes that federal legislation has been introduced that would ban speed cameras, except in
a school zone or construction zone, due to concerns over revenue-based motivations. The Prohibited Automated
Enforcement Act of 2015 (H.R. 950), introduced by a Colorado congressman, has been referred to a House of
Representatives Transportation and Infrastructure subcommittee.

VIII. Speed Limits
Excerpted from the Maryland State Highway Administration (SHA) website:
WHAT IS THE 85TH PERCENTILE SPEED?
The 85th percentile speed is the speed at or below which 85 percent of the motorists drive on a
given road when unaffected by slower traffic or poor weather. This speed indicates the speed that most
motorists on that road consider safe and reasonable under ideal conditions. It is a good guideline for the
appropriate speed limit for that road
WILL CRASHES INCREASE IF THE SPEED LIMIT IS RAISED?
Probably not. Research has shown that the posted speed limit has little effect on the speeds at
which most motorists drive. Raising the speed limit does not significantly raise the speeds at which
motorists drive, and lowering the limit generally does not appreciably decrease their speeds. However, the
more motorists learn from their experiences that speed limits are set at speeds that they consider safe and
reasonable the greater the chances that the motorists will heed them. Speed limits significantly lower than
the 85th percentile speed are ignored by many drivers and difficult to enforced
In most instances, a speed limit based on the 85th percentile reflects the expectations of the largest
proportion of drivers; is found by most to be a safe and comfortable limit; facilitates speed enforcement;
and offers the greatest chance of achieving some uniformity in speeds on a given road. When motorists
drive at a relatively uniform speed, tailgating, lane changing, and overtaking are reduced. As a result,
collisions are less likely to occur.
Those who drive much faster or slower than most of the drivers around them place themselves and
others at considerable risk of a collision. When the posted limit is reasonable, enforcement can be targeted
to the relatively small percentage that exceeds the speed limit. Source: www.sha.maryland.gov.

Olney Speed Limits were lowered prior to introduction of the Speed Cameras
In the 2008 timeframe, Olney Town Center Advisory Committee (OTAC) representatives approached
SHA representatives to make the Route 108 entrance to Olney Shopping Center easier for turning vehicles and to
make the Georgia Avenue/Route 108 crossing area safer for pedestrians. The OTAC representatives also had
suggestions for improving the Route 108/Spartan Road intersection. The OTAC representatives advocated for a
lower Route 108 speed limit.[Source: OTAC representative email response to Task Force inquiry 5/20/2015].
The OTAC speed limit views communicated to SHA were not endorsed by a GOCA vote.
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The SHA responded by making several adjustments, including lowering the speed limits on Route 108 in
2009. They were lowered from 40 mph to 30 mph along Route 108 in an area extending from west of the Post
Office on Olney-Laytonsville Road to midway between Prince Philip Drive and Old Baltimore Road on OlneySandy Spring Road. Speed monitoring cameras were installed shortly thereafter near the Post Office and Saint
John’s, creating two of the highest revenue producing camera sites. In 2013, speed cameras were installed on
Olney-Sandy Spring Road, on the east side of Olney. The westbound camera on Olney-Sandy Spring Road is
located near to or approaching Spartan Road, while the eastbound camera on Olney-Sandy Spring Road is near
Saint Peter’s, with the eastbound camera becoming the top, or one of the top, revenue producing cameras in the
county.
The Task Force notes that prior to the OTAC requested lower speed limit, the original Route 108 speed
limit of 40 mph was based on the SHA-recommended 85thpercentile speed for Olney-Laytonsville Road and
Olney-Sandy Spring Road.
The Task Force recommends that SHA modify the speed limit east bound on Olney-Sandy Spring Road,
beginning immediately after Spartan Road, to be 35 mph, providing for a safe incremental transition speed
approaching the current 40 mph section of Olney-Sandy Spring Road east of Prince Philip Drive.(See
Recommendation 6).
The Task Force Recommends that SHA return the 40 mph to 30 mph changeover point on OlneyLaytonsville Rd (Route 108, near the Post Office) to Homeland Drive for both east and westbound
traffic. Moving the 40 mph point back to Homeland Drive returns the Olney-Laytonsville Road speed limit back
to what it was in 2009, while maintaining the current 30 mph speed limit before the Olney Library and
through the Olney core commercial center where OTAC and some residents are concerned about access to the
shopping center and library.(See Recommendation 7).

IX. The Speed Camera Program Lacks Data Reliability
and Transparency
The Task Force notes although the ATEU representatives were cooperative in providing some data for
this report, there was significant difficulty receiving timely, accurate, and complete data from the Xerox
contractor and/or ATEU. Further, publicly available data is only available at a summary level and is outdated.
The Task Force found the ATEU data is not made available consistent with the County Executive’s public
commitment to financial transparency [Source: News Releases, Montgomery County, Maryland, 7/28/2014,
“Montgomery County Unveils First Stages of Transparency Suite”]. Finally, the Task Force notes the ATEU
does not make publicly available the new sites it has under consideration, wait times for decisions or routine
information on why specific new camera sites require a camera.
The Task Force requested both fiscal and calendar year data from the ATEU on at least three separate
occasions. There were multiple, material discrepancies among the various data provided. Accordingly, the Task
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Force submitted supplemental data requests. In some instances, the ATEU could not account for the
discrepancies. The data integrity problems included cameras labeled as eastbound in some reports and
westbound in others; camera locations mislabeled; and citation data and vehicle pass data completely omitted for
Olney camera locations for certain time periods.
As noted in Section III of this report, the Task Force was unable to obtain all of the data it sought for its
review as the ATEU indicated the data was proprietary information owned and controlled by Xerox. The Task
Force believes the County erred in signing a contract that gave the vendor, rather than the County, ownership of
the citation data. We also note that Xerox was unable to provide accurate and complete data when requested by
the Task Force, giving the Task Force considerable concern with the contractor’s internal control process
surrounding the citation program.
The Task Force requested, but the County did not provide, Zip Code information for Olney-Sandy Spring
citations, thus the Task Force could not determine the share of Olney-Sandy Spring citations received by
residents vs. pass-through commuters. (The Task Force notes that knowing who receives the citations would not
change the findings or recommendations of the report).
The Task Force also requested vehicle speed information for all of the citations issued from the eight
primary cameras located in Olney-Sandy Spring in FY 2014. Unfortunately the ATEU stated this data is
maintained by the vendor (i.e., Xerox) in a proprietary data base and is therefore not available to the Task Force
(or presumably citizens). The Task Force was interested in obtaining a complete understanding of the Safe Speed
program and therefore wanted to provide summary information within its report on the percentage of speeding
citations that were issued for each one mph over the speed limit tolerance. This was of interest because in its
2012 report the Montgomery County Public Safety Committee along with the Office of Legislative Oversight has
stated in the past that 32% of all speeding citations were exactly 1 mile per hour over the speed limit
tolerance.[Source: PS Committee #1, September 13, 2012, Memorandum of September 11, 2012 from Susan J.
Farag, Legislative Analyst, Subject: Update- Speed and Red Light Camera Programs, page 44].See
http://www6.montgomerycountymd.gov/content/council/pdf/agenda/cm/2012/120913/20120913_PS1.pdf
The Task Force sought detailed citation data that would have allowed the Task Force to provide updated data to
show at what speeds over the tolerance threshold most citations were given, but the County did not provide that
data.
In an effort to gain a complete understanding of the County’s Traffic Cameras Speed Monitoring
Program, the Task Force reviewed documents published on the county’s website as well as videos and agenda
materials for the County’s Public Safety Committee. Unfortunately, in the course of completing this research it
became apparent that a different set of numbers were being referred to by public officials that were not in
agreement with other documents shown on the County’s website. An example of this is a document that was
published and distributed to the County’s Public Safety Committee for its meeting of September 13, 2012.
Although the meeting occurred eleven weeks into the new fiscal year, estimated and not actual gross revenue
information was provided for the prior fiscal year citations.
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The Montgomery County Police Department – Automated Traffic Enforcement Unit website provides a
historical summary by Fiscal Year (FY) summarizing the number of citations and revenues generated for both the
speed and red light cameras. Unfortunately the information that is shown on this website and available to the
general public has not been updated in quite some time. For example, as of May 2015, the website is updated
with data only through March 2014. There is no citation or revenue information shown on the website for the
current fiscal year (FY15), which began more than 10 ½ months ago on July 1, 2014.
Reviewing a different section of the county website, which provides actual fiscal year information,
indicated there were significant differences between its information and that which had been provided to the
Public Safety Committee eleven weeks into a new fiscal year for the prior fiscal year. Shown below is a summary
of the two sources of information along with their corresponding differences.

FY 2012 Camera Citations Revenue
Source

Speed

Red Light

Total

Information per ATEU Website (actual)

$13,905,521 $1,919,602

$15,825,123

Information per Public Safety Document (estimated)

$11,999,870 $1,645,330

$13,645,200

Difference or Understatement

$1,905,651

Percent Difference

14%

$274,272 $2,179,923
14%

14%

Data integrity and transparency must be improved: Providing both current
and reliable information is an example of good governance, transparency, and a prerequisite of
soundly managed financial programs. Posting of outdated information and the inability to
provide accurate statistical information undermines the credibility of the Safe Speed program.
Publishing accurate and up-to-date current information should be the standard that is followed in
order to avoid public policy and law enforcement program decisions being made based upon
information that is materially different from actual information. Citation and other program data
should be the property of the County, not the proprietary data of the camera contractor. The
Task Force also notes that the ATEU does not publish any information on pending citizen
requests for camera installations or the justifications under review. The Task Force suggests this
data also be made available on the ATEU website so that communities can monitor pending
actions and provide input as appropriate.
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X. Conclusions
The GOCA Traffic Cameras Task Force found:
A. In CY 2013, Olney-Sandy Spring was the number one citation area in all of Montgomery County,

incurring 31% more speed camera citations than the second-highest grossing area, Silver Spring,
despite 7.7 million fewer vehicle passes (i.e. less traffic) in Olney-Sandy Spring. Olney-Sandy Spring
generated more citations than all 10 speed cameras in Bethesda combined, and more than twice the
citations than all six cameras in Montgomery Village combined. The disproportionate citation level in
Olney-Sandy Spring is unexplained by pre- or post-camera accident data. The Task Force makes
several recommendations to lessen the disproportionate citation impact on the Olney-Sandy Spring
area (see Page 4).
B. The revenue from the Olney-Sandy Spring speed cameras amounted to approximately $3.4 million in

CY 2013 (13 cameras), higher than any other location in the County for this time period. It also
generated an additional $3.6 million in FY 2014 from its eight primary cameras. Montgomery County
budgets are becoming increasingly reliant on increased speed camera revenue. In 2015, speed camera
revenue was 5.3% of the Police budget. For FY2016, speed camera revenue is projected to be 6.2% of
the Police budget. The County is forecasting speed camera revenue for FY2016 to be a 14% increase
over FY2014 collections. The Task Force is concerned this increasing reliance on growing speed
camera revenue creates a situation where the County must install more and more cameras in order to
generate enough citations to meet growing future budget requirements. The increased reliance on
speed camera revenue is another reason to make the camera installation process more transparent, so
that citizens can see the safety related purpose for each camera site/future camera site.
C. The Task Force found the ATEU operates the County’s Safe Speed Program with personal

commitment and integrity. The Safe Speed program has not suffered from allegations of camera
inaccuracy and other shortcomings associated with some other camera programs (i.e. Baltimore). The
commitment of the CAB-TI members is also evident and appreciated. The Safe Speed program has
shown that it decreases traffic speeds (as measured by numbers of citations) at camera locations over
time.
D. Montgomery County should strengthen the Safe Speed program transparency, data integrity, balanced

citizen input, and oversight of the camera contractor as recommended in this report.
The GOCA Traffic Cameras Task Force has provided several recommendations to ensure that the County
strengthens the transparency of the Safe Speed program, improves the data integrity of the program operated by
the ATEU and the Safe Speed contract vendor, and for GOCA and the County Council to take steps to reduce the
disproportionate financial impact of the speed camera program on Olney-Sandy Spring residents and visitors
given the lack of demonstrated safety problems in the associated camera areas.
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The GOCA Traffic Cameras Task Force requests that GOCA formally transmit this report to the
Montgomery County Executive, the Montgomery County Council, the Montgomery County Police Department,
the Montgomery County Inspector General, appropriate District Delegates and the State Highway
Administration, for review and action as appropriate.
Finally, the Task Force has significant concern with the materially higher level of ticketing in OlneySandy Spring as it is profoundly disproportionate to either demonstrated Olney safety concerns or to the levels of
ticketing elsewhere in the County (thus bringing into question the efficacy or necessity of the subjectively
reduced speed limits in Olney-Sandy Spring). The Task Force has also taken note of movements elsewhere in the
nation to repeal or curb speed camera programs due to real and perceived lack of fairness to local populations.
The financial impact on Olney-Sandy Spring and its visitors, including commuters, is significant at over $3.6
million per year. The financial impact is particularly concerning given that the speed cameras were introduced
after speed limits were reduced based on limited community requests without corresponding speed studies. The
disproportionate impact on the Olney-Sandy Spring area brings into question the efficacy of the program.
Accordingly, the Task Force presents in Section XI a resolution for presentation to GOCA delegates, and further
recommends a plebiscite decide the future direction of the County’s Safe Speed Program.
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XI. Task Force Recommendation for GOCA Resolution
The Task Force, through the submission of this report to the GOCA Officers, hereby introduces the
following resolution:

GOCA Resolution on the County Speed Camera Program
Whereas the geographic area within Montgomery County with the highest number of speed camera citations is
Olney-Sandy Spring with 85,451 citations and $3.4 million in fines in calendar year 2013, significantly higher
than any other locale in the County; and
Whereas Olney had three of the top five grossing speed cameras in Montgomery County and five of the top
twenty grossing cameras in calendar year 2013; and
Whereas in calendar year 2013 Olney-Sandy Spring received 31 percent more citations than the second highest
ranking speed camera locale, Silver Spring, despite having 7.7 million or 30% fewer vehicle passes, and OlneySandy Spring citations were more than all ten Bethesda speed cameras combined, and were more than twice the
number of tickets than Montgomery Village’s six speed cameras combined; and
Whereas Olney-Sandy Spring speed camera citations in CY 2013 were 5.7 times greater than the overall county
average by geographic location and vehicles traveling in Olney-Sandy Spring were 3.4 times more likely to pass a
speed monitoring camera than elsewhere in Montgomery County; and
Whereas accident rates in the Olney area, either before or after camera installation, do not explain the high
number of Olney-Sandy Spring camera locations or citations;
Now therefore be it resolved that the Greater Olney Civic Association (GOCA) should formally transmit the
Camera Task Force Report to the Montgomery County Executive, the County Council, the Montgomery County
Police Department (MCPD) and ATEU, the Montgomery County Inspector General, appropriate District
Delegates, and the State Highway Administration, asking that the County’s elected officials take action to
eliminate the disproportionate impact of the camera program on the Olney-Sandy Spring area by implementing
the following recommendations:
1. Consistent with the Montgomery County Executive’s stated commitment to transparency, the ATEU
should publish to its website on a monthly basis speed camera citations and vehicle pass volumes by
camera location.
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2. Montgomery County should revise the Citizen’s Advisory Board for Traffic Issues (CAB-TI) applicable
to the speed camera program, ensuring the Board is selected independently of the MCPD and ATEU, has
established term limits, represents the full spectrum of views on the efficacy of speed camera usage, and
that its views shall be considered by the ATEU.
3. Montgomery County should appoint, fully independent of the MCPD, ATEU, and Local Designee, a
Citizen’s Advocate to represent the citizens and communities regarding speed camera use, placement, and
other concerns.
4. Montgomery County should modify the speed camera contract to stipulate that all data captured on each
citation shall be the property of the County, not the vendor, and that such data on citations, citation
camera location, ticketed speed, etc. will be provided to the ATEU and published on the county website
(protecting all Personally Identifiable Information (PII)).
5. The ATEU should be provided with the appropriate funding to implement the internal controls, data
integrity, and transparency improvements included in the GOCA Traffic Cameras Task Force report.
Such funding should come from the positive net revenue generated by the speed camera fines, consistent
with the stated public safety purposes for which speed camera net revenues are authorized to be used. This
net revenue funding should also be utilized to address the substantial backlog of citizen’s requests for
speed monitoring cameras.
6. The SHA should modify the speed limit east bound on Olney-Sandy Spring Road, beginning immediately
after Spartan Road, to be 35 mph, providing for a safe incremental speed approaching the current 40 mph
section of Olney-Sandy Spring Road east of Prince Philip Drive.
7. The Task Force Recommends that SHA return the 40 mph to 30 mph changeover point on OlneyLaytonsville Rd (Route 108, near the Post Office) to Homeland Drive for both east and westbound
traffic. Moving the 40 mph point back to Homeland Drive returns the Olney-Laytonsville Road speed
limit back to what it was in 2009, while maintaining the current 30 mph speed limit before the Olney
Library and through the Olney core commercial center.
8. The SHA should modify the speed limit on Georgia Avenue between King William Drive and Sandy
Spring Bank to be 35mph, providing for a safe incremental speed between the existing 40mph roadway
south of King William Drive and the 30mph area in the core Olney commercial center.
9. Montgomery County should take steps to have a plebiscite determine the future direction of the Safe
Speed Program.
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XII. GOCA Traffic Cameras Task Force Membership
Gary Manion, Chairman
Perry Buckberg
Benson King
Lee Lofthus
Alex Tordella
Anthony Watkins
The GOCA Task Force is committed to safe Olney-Sandy Spring pedestrian, bicycle and vehicle travel and submits this
report to GOCA for action with the County.
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